
 

 

 

 

DESIGN & LOGISTICS PLAN 

40th Surprise Birthday Party 

 

 

  

PROJECT SCOPE 

Here is an example of a basic design and logistical plan created by Megan for a client’s wife’s 

surprise birthday party.  She did a one hour consultation in the home to survey the space and then 

assembled a documented plan for space to goal analysis. 

The client was preparing for a surprise 40th birthday party for his wife.  He enlisted Megan to help 

design and consider the space, flow, and logistics of the evening.  The party was taking place in 

their home and he wanted to incorporate his own decorations and furnishings for the event.  A 

total of 26 people would be attending.  He sent invites by mail one month prior.  A local caterer 

had been hired and was going to serve a plated 3 course meal.  The client wanted help with 

seating, flow, and simple decorations sprinkled throughout.   

 

Large events inside private residences can be tricky.  For this event, the home had the space but it 

was still rare to have this many for dinner at one time.  With that in mind, Megan focused on flow 

and logistics, so her client could be comfortable and assured his space and guests would be taken 

care of and attention could be all on the birthday girl!  She proposed a plan that allowed her client 

to easily transform his space in small ways that would provide comfort, coziness, and be usable by 

all who were attending.  Megan feels this is important to consider when entertaining large groups 

in private homes.  It allows guests to take care of themselves since the hosts can’t be as personal 

as they are with smaller gatherings.   

 

This proposal acted as a crutch for the client to follow and implement as he wished so he could 

then focus on the main event…. Surprising his wife!   
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Upon Entering 

Two large candle holders could be set outside.  Remove red ribbon. 

Maybe a small note on the door to invite people in and to remove shoes if you wish for that to happen.   

Location for coats: clear out and keep front closet open OR direct folks to set in adj. bedroom 

Welcome Table 

Client to remove village and wreath and use this as the front landing table.   

Photo string could be hung behind. Maybe pink wreath(s) could be helpful 

in swaging the lights?  I can make a welcome sign that can be propped on 

this table approx. 20”-30? 

Place cards could be here or sitting on the side smaller piece of furniture.   

Finish with a fresh arrangement (matching dining table) and candles for decoration  

 

Drink Table 

Clear off chest that the TV sits on in the living room.  This could be used for beverage 

serving.   

Stock with ice, napkins, wine, and bottle openers 

Provide disposable water/other drink glasses  

Moment in Thyme will provide some pitchers with water and wine glasses.  Both 

can be set up on this table. 

Have a recycle or waste bin sitting near. 

A mini version of this could be set up downstairs on the bar. 

Dining Tables 

I was thinking all dining tables could be decorated with a simple fresh arrangement of baby’s breath and soft pink 

carnations along with votive candles which I think you have enough of.  (OR we could use the yellow forsythia and carination 

arrangements I found in basement.)  If doing fresh, maybe I can get the vases the yellow flowers are in now.  I am happy to purchase the necessary 

flowers and get them arranged and dropped off. 

Service and Linens- my traditional preferences suggest china, crystal and glassware for this occasion. Modern day reality 

says when it’s over 20.. disposable is the way to go! 😊  So here are my thoughts…  

Linens: Table cloths & napkins- I would recommend a basic linen/cream color paper disposable table cloth and maybe 

some spring graphic print large dinner napkins.  These I found looked like your invite.  

https://www.partycity.com/watercolor-floral-lunch-napkins-36ct-686114.html?start=4&cgid=watercolor-floral-party-

supplies 

Flatware- I would recommend the look alike disposable to make clean-up easy.  We have used these before for large 

gatherings.  I think the gold or even rose gold might be a fun touch!  https://www.partycity.com/rose-gold-premium-

plastic-cutlery-set-32ct-731977.html?cgid=tableware-serving-cutlery&start=26 
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Plates- Moment in Thyme providing disposable that will be used for each course 

Drink ware- disposable glasses for water and then encourage people to bring their wine or drink glass to the table.  

These are a nice option I found.  https://www.partycity.com/clear-premium-plastic-cups-24ct-

292222.html?start=21&cgid=watercolor-floral-party-supplies&mpid=686114 

I wanted to suggest the following arrangement.  I felt it would group things better and not leave a table of 3 which might 

pose more issues.  I am proposing 4 dining tables) 

Main table off kitchen= seating 7 

Main table in basement= seating 6 

Card table in front living room= seating 4 (recommended to place this adj to piano, in place of current table with orange chairs, 

recommended to shift opposite side chairs towards window for more space.  See photo below right) 

Banquet table in basement= seating 6 (recommended to place this where ping pong table is OR remove coffee table in seating 

area and place adj to sectional.) 

 

 

 

Other logistics 

A  “-keeping/welcome” toast once all guests have arrived. Use this to take care of any additional housekeeping.  IE- 

bathroom usage/locations, flow of the evening, sign card for Ali, special arrangement (IE will guests just sit wherever or are seats assigned, 

explaining how dinner will be served, encourage them to brink drink glasses to the table, etc ) …..  

Moment in Thyme requested a point woman onsite when they arrive to help if need be and direct for specific set up 

needs.  They were going to arrive around 4:50. 

Moment in Thyme is serving each course and will provide wait staff to fill waters as necessary.  They were OK leaving the 

wine glasses there and coming back Sunday to pick-up since they would be finished serving before wine glasses would 

be ready to be taken. 
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